The Department provides the following programs and specialized services:

Domestic Violence Program – Offenders ordered by the Court to enroll in a Domestic Violence Program are referred by the Department to the Clear Concepts Treatment Center for enrollment in its 26-week Domestic Violence Group. There is a $30 fee per weekly session. Staff at Clear Concepts completes a financial work up on an offender prior to admission into the group. Based on an offender’s ability to pay, an offender may only be required to pay a portion of the cost of treatment while the Department pays the difference.

Community Service Work Program – One (1) probation officer is responsible for coordinating all community service work sites, developing new work sites, and insuring that all offenders Court-ordered to complete community service work do so within the prescribed time frame.

Day Reporting Center – The Day Reporting Center Program is an alternative to incarceration in that the offenders will be under intensive supervision provided by the Probation Department after receive an Intermediate Punishment Sentence ordered by the judge. The Program requirements consist of bi-weekly reporting, obtain and maintaining employment, attendance at recommended counseling sessions, remaining drug and alcohol free, and any other requirements that the Department identifies as necessary to assist the offender.

Alcohol Highway Safety School Program (AHSS) – The Probation Department operates this Program. All Court Reporting Network (CRN) evaluations are completed in-house by certified evaluators. Scheduling and instruction of the Alcohol Highway Safety School is also handled in-house by certified AHSS Instructors. AHSS is required for all first and second time offenders.

Electronic Monitoring (EM) – The Department utilizes Electronic Monitoring (radio frequency) primarily as a sentencing alternative for those offenders sentenced to intermediate punishment but also as a sanctioning tool. Three (3) adult probation officers are responsible for the installation and maintenance of all the Department’s EM units. These adult probation officers, also, monitor all EM activity and maintain supervision of the majority of offenders on EM.

The Department also completes the Court Reporting Network (CRN) evaluations for the Court.